
Excel Gymnastics Academy Awards 

Level  8 

To complete this level the gymnast must successfully 

complete 14 out of the 18 skills 

 

 

 

 

 

Fitness Run on spot for 30 Seconds 
    
Floor Basic Shapes - Straight, Tuck, Pike, Straddle & Star 
  Front and Back Support 
  Show correct landing position 
  1 leg balance for 3 seconds - both legs 
  Front Support jump feet into crouch 
  Rock Backwards and Forwards x 3 
  From crouch, bunny jump 
    
Rebound Rebound jumps forwards - Straight  
    
Vault Jump in and out of a hoop 
  Jump off box top (1 Section) to land safely in landing position 
    
Beam Walk forwards along floor beam on toes - Arms stretched out to 

side 
  Walk along bench/floor beam sideway - Arms stretched out to 

side 
  Crawl along beam on hands and knees 
  Single knee balance - Hold beam with both hands, 2nd leg 

straight in the air 
    
Low Bar Show Front Support 
High Bar  Hang in Straight position for 5 Seconds  
P-Bars/Rings Hold Front Support for 5 Seconds  



Excel Gymnastics Academy Awards 

Level  7 

To complete this level the gymnast must successfully 

complete 14 out of the 18 skills 

Fitness Run on spot for 45 seconds 
    
Floor Bent leg dish 
  Front and Back Support, Controlled lower to ground 
  Straight Jump - Correct arm swing and landing 
  Bunny jumps side to side over a line 
  Travelling Bunny Hops 
  Rock backwards and forwards to stand 
  Forward Roll to tucked sit 
    
Rebound Rebound Jumps backwards - Straight  
    
Vault Front support, jump feet to crouch, jump up 
  Hopscotch - hop, jump, hop, jump 
    
Beam Walk forwards along a bench 1/1 turn in middle 
  1 foot balance on bench/Floor beam 
  Walk along beam forwards - Arms stretched out to side 
  Straight jump off beam to land 
    
Low Bar Jump to front support with straight arms, Cast and push 

away to land 
High Bar  Hang in Tucked position for 5 Seconds 
P-Bars/Rings Jump to support, dismount backwards between bars with 

straight arms  
 

 

 

 

 



Excel Gymnastics Academy Awards 

Level  6 

To complete this level the gymnast must successfully 

complete 14 out of the 18 skills 

Fitness Run on spot for 1 minute 
    
Floor Dish and Arch 
  Controlled Press Up 
  Side support on 1 arm, turn slowly to other arm 
  Long lung forwards with arms stretched above head 
  Bunny jumps side to side over bench 
  Rock backwards and press palms flat on floor x 3 
  Tucked forward roll down an incline 
    
Rebound Hop along a line - both legs 
    
Vault Run and take off 1 foot, rebound jump on carpet square 

and land 
  Straight jump off box top (2 Sections) to land safely in 

landing position 
    
Beam Walk backwards along bench/floor beam, half turn at end, 

jump off to land 
  Bunny Jumps along beam 
  Walk along beam sideway - Arms stretched out to side 
  Pike V-Sit on floor (Hand support) 
    
Low Bar From front support, controlled circle down  
High Bar  Traverse from end to end and back without feet touching 

the floor 
P-Bars/Rings Hold Tuck Shape for 5 Seconds 

 

 

 



Excel Gymnastics Academy Awards 

Level  5 

To complete this level the gymnast must successfully 

complete 14 out of the 18 skills 

Fitness Lateral jumps side to side over a line for 15 Seconds 
    
Floor Japana to 45o 
  Smooth transition from Dish to Arch 
  Extended Front Support (Feet on Wall) for 5 seconds - 45o 

body angle 
  Tuck Jump 
  3 x Chasse Steps  
  Straddle bunny jumps side to side over a line 
  Forward Roll 
    
Rebound Straight Jump, Tuck Jump, Straight Jump 
    
Vault Run, Straight Jump off springboard to land 
  From standing on springboard, Squat on straight jump off 

(2 Box Sections) 
    
Beam Walk along beam on tip toes 
  In middle of beam, crouch down to touch beam, stand up 
  Walk backwards along beam - Arms stretched out to side 
  Pike V-Sit on floor (Without Hand support) 
    
Low Bar In front support show cast action - swing legs under bar 

straight x 3 
High Bar  From hang perform a 1/1 turn with out feet touching the 

floor 
P-Bars/Rings Hold Pike Shape for 5 Seconds 

 

 

 



Excel Gymnastics Academy Awards 

Level  4 

To complete this level the gymnast must successfully 

complete 14 out of the 18 skills 

Fitness Step ups on a bench for 30 Seconds 
    
Floor Star Jump 
  Shoulder Stand with hip support 
  Move towards handstand using wall (Tight body) 
  Headstand with bent knees (Against Wall) 
  Cartwheel along a line - Legs above 90o 
  Teddy bear roll 
  Backward roll down incline 
    
Rebound Straight Jump, Star Jump, Straight Jump 
    
Vault Tuck jump off box top (2 Sections) to land safely in landing 

position 
  Run, tuck Jump off springboard to land 
    
Beam Support on side of beam, swing leg over to straddle sit, swing 

legs behind to stand 
  Straight Jump off beam to land 
  Dip steps along beam 
  Crouch with hands on hips, 1/2 turn one way and 1/2 turn back, 

stand up 
    
Low Bar Baby casts x 3 (hips must come off bar) 
High Bar  Swings showing re-grasp x 3 (With coach support) 
P-Bars/Rings Inverted hang for 5 Seconds 

 

 

 

 



Excel Gymnastics Academy Awards 

Level  3 

To complete this level the gymnast must successfully 

complete 14 out of the 18 skills 

Fitness 15 Squats without pause 
    
Floor Round the world - Front support, Side, Back, Side, Front 
  Change leg handstand 
  Frog balance 
  Headstand with bent knees 
  Chasse step cat leap 
  Arabesque (Leg  > 45o) 
  Backward roll 
    
Rebound Straight Jump, 1/1 Turn Jump, Straight Jump 
    
Vault Run, squat on, straight jump off 
  Run, Star Jump off springboard to land 
    
Beam Pike V-Sit on beam (With hand support) 
  Dip step swing leg up to 90o 
  Star Jump off beam to land 
  Squat on to end of beam 
    
Low Bar Circle up by kicking one leg 
High Bar  Chin up 
P-Bars/Rings Jump to support, 3 Swings to 45o each side and dismount 

backwards between the bars 

 

 

 

 



Excel Gymnastics Academy Awards 

Level  2 

To complete this level the gymnast must successfully 

complete 14 out of the 18 skills 

Fitness 15 Sit ups without pause  
    
Floor Bridge 
  Jump 1/2 turn 
  Half lever with 1 foot raised - Each leg 
  Headstand (Straight Legs) 
  Cartwheel along a line - Legs vertical 
  Shoulder stand rock forwards to straddle stand 
  Backward roll to straddle stand 
    
Rebound Straight Jump, Tuck Jump, Star Jump 
    
Vault Run, squat on, tuck jump off 
  Run, 1/2 turn jump off springboard to land 
    
Beam Pike V-Sit on beam (Without hand support) 
  Rebound jumps along beam 
  Forward Roll along floor beam/bench 
  Straddle on to the side of the beam 
    
Low Bar Circle up with legs together 
High Bar  Jump to bar, 3 x Swings showing re-grasp, dismount on back 

swing to land 
P-Bars/Rings Walking hands along both bars - 8 steps 

 

 

 

 



Excel Gymnastics Academy Awards 

Level  1 

To complete this level the gymnast must successfully 

complete 14 out of the 18 skills 

Fitness 15 Press ups without pause 
    
Floor Pike fold > 45o 
  Jump 1/1 turn 
  Half lever or Straddle lever 
  Handstand forward roll 
  Chasse step scissor kick - Legs above 90o 
  Forward roll to straddle stand 
  Front to back cartwheel 
    
Rebound Straight Jump, Tuck Jump, Star Jump, 1/1 Turn Jump to 

land 
    
Vault Run, Straddle on, Star jump off 
  Run, jump 1/1 turn off springboard to land 
    
Beam Duck walk along beam 
  Straddle Lever on Beam - Legs > 45o 
  Cartwheel on floor beam/bench 
  Cartwheel 1/4 turn off bench/beam 
    
Low Bar Cast back hip circle (with coach support) 
High Bar  Circle up from dead hang 
P-Bars/Rings 3 Swings to 90o and finish with legs in straddle on bars in 

front   

 

 

 

 



Excel Gymnastics Academy Awards 

BRONZE 

To complete this level the gymnast must successfully 

complete 11 out of the 15 skills 

Fitness Pulse Raising Circuit - 4 Exercises (30 Seconds each) 
  

 Floor Japana (Flat) 
  Backward roll to pike stand 
  Cartwheel 1/4 turn snap up 
  Bridge, raise 1 leg and kick over 
  Handstand Forward Roll (Arms straight) 
  2 Consecutive Cartwheels 
  Handstand Hop 
 1 handed Cartwheel 
 

 Rebound Dive forward roll on to stacked mats from springboard 
 

  Vault  Squat through or Straddle over 
 Straddle Jump off Springboard 
  Kick to handstand on box top and fall to flat back 
 

  Beam Arabesque (Leg > 90o) 
  Shoulder Stand 

 

 



Excel Gymnastics Academy Awards 

SILVER 

To complete this level the gymnast must successfully 

complete 11 out of the 15 skills 

 
 

 

 

 

Fitness Pulse Raising Circuit - 4 Exercises (45 Seconds each) 
  

 Floor Pike Fold 
  Backward roll to front support 
  Backward Walkover 
  Round off 
  Straddle jump (Legs horizontal) 
  Handstand Walking (Minimum of 6 controlled steps) 
  Chasse step split leap (Legs > 135o) 
  Handspring off platform 
 Straddle or Pike lever (3 seconds) 
  

 Rebound 3/4 Salto on to stacked mats from springboard 
  

 Vault Handstand flat back on stacked mats  
  Pike jump off springboard 
  

 Beam Straddle lever (Legs horizontal) 
  Jump or spin with 1/2 turn 



Excel Gymnastics Academy Awards 

GOLD 

To complete this level the gymnast must successfully 

complete 11 out of the 15 skills 

  

Fitness Pulse Raising Circuit - 4 exercises (60 seconds each) 
  

 Floor Full Splits (Either Right, Left or Box splits) 
  Backward roll to handstand 
  Free cartwheel 
  Standing flick (to 1 or 2 feet) 
  Round off, Flick 
  Handstand pirouette (Controlled 1/1 turn) 
  Forward walkover 
  Handspring 
 Handstand (Hold for 3 seconds) 
  Elephant lift to handstand from straddle stand 
 

 Rebound Tucked front salto from springboard 
  

 Vault Handspring 
 

  Beam Cartwheel 
  Jump or spin with 1/1 turn 


